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The Publicity chief writes …
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BN component parties were taken aback when Minister in the Prime Minister’s
Department Dato’ Seri Azalina Othman tabled a motion to expedite debate on
amendments to the Syariah Courts (Criminal Jurisdiction) Bill 2016 to enlarge the
sentencing authority of the Syariah courts. MCA immediately took the lead to
scramble a collective rebuke by BN components against Dato’ Azalina’s petition.
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Our party’s vehement objection against the Bill dubbed the hudud Bill rests on the
erosion of Constitutional rights which the amendments will permanently inflict. States
may only legislate criminal offences listed in Schedule 9 of the Federal Constitution.
Offences under the hudud Bill eg rape, theft and murder are already covered in the
Penal Code. Encroachment into the Federal list will create a dual criminal system,
which is disallowed under the Constitution presently and thus unconstitutional.
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More worrisome at the personal level, the Bill provides for unequal testimony and
punishment for an identical crime. Non-Muslim suspects wield the option to elect
Syariah court jurisdiction when the situation is to their favour, while the testimony
by women and non-Muslim victims/witnesses will be dismissed and they risk
time behind bars for false accusation if 4, righteous male, Muslim witnesses
can’t be found. PAS President Hadi Awang et al deceivingly claim that
the hudud Bill will not affect minorities in any way, but there is nothing
preventing PAS from tabling another Bill or state Enactment to
extend the Syariah court’s jurisdiction unto non-Muslims too.
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However, the aggrandisement of PAS sits solely on DAP’s
own making when the Rocket not only canvassed ballots
by whitewashing the former in the 2008 and 2013
general elections, Lim Guan Eng and Hadi even signed a
cooperation agreement in 2013 recognising PAS’ right
to push for a theocratic state.

Although DAP acting national chairman Tan Kok Wai says he does
not support the Opposition’s present +1 model and DAP claims to
oppose the Bill, DAP’s inconsistency lingers especially in Selangor when
it refuses to quit Pakatan Harapan and the Selangor state administration
where it comfortably rockets on (pun unintended) in power and glory with
PAS Excos. DAP unlike MCA, still clings on to its government posts and
hence, will continue to entrench PAS to the rakyat’s detriment.
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DAP vs PKR’s distrust and suspicions
DAP vs PKR’s distrust and suspicions came in the open in Penang
and Sarawak when they discovered that they cannot muscle their
ways with PAS and now PKR under a stronger Azmin Ali's influence
will no longer dance or pander to the Rocket’s political fancies.
Thus the necessity of the creation of another Malay party by the
name of Parti Amanah Negara which consists of a handful of
disgruntled breakaway former PAS leaders. This is strategically to
fill in the Malay vacuums in DAP. DAP had occasionally used Malay
personalities like Fazlan Yahya, Ahmed Nor etc and of late Tunku
Aziz , A. Samad Said and a bunch of young Malays like Zairil, Dyana
Sofya, etc who were promised a political path or course
chartered for them to be "overnight" Yang Berhormats
via safe seats or a Senatorship.

DAP’s facade
crashed before
it could
even launch

CAT (Competency, Accountability and Transparency)???
In the long run, the reality of Chinese chauvinism in DAP will consume or exhaust whatever
comfort consciously created for these individuals if they start to assert themselves in DAP or
stood up to their racial inclinations. Ask Tunku Aziz, their former Vice Chairman who was
parachuted up the party hierarchy.
The only way for a good politician in DAP to survive internally is to be a "good boy" and "shut-up"
on issues affecting the top leaders Lim Kit Siang or Lim Guan Eng adversely and be a good
mouthpiece like what Zairil is doing now.
It is a political untruth for Zairil to say that DAP is getting more popular and less racial. On the
contrary they are losing their popular support as a result of their arrogance and antagonism.
They have also lost their middle ground for failing to live up to the promises of CAT
(competency, accountability and transparency). They have shown to their arrogance and
muscled onto members and their partners that it is "either their way or the highway."
Thus Amanah is just another Malay platform consisting of several personalities with no muscles
to stand up to DAP. Amanah suits their purpose for the moment but let's see for how long.
Contrary to what Zairil had said, DAP is now desperately in need of Malay support to hold onto
their seats because they failed badly as a multi-racial party.

PAS vs DAP
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His prancing on stage antics is laughable
enough if he so earnestly yearns for
audience attention. However, Dr Hew
Kuan Yau’s latest “Vote Abdul Aziz to let
the Malays screw the Malays” sees the
Rocket crashing to a new low in inciting
racial sentiments via vulgarities during
campaign for the Batu Kitang seat.

Behave like a PhD holder

& not one whose head is

permanently damaged

Dr Hew is a serial offender. On 22 Oct 2011, he labelled former Wanita
MCA chairman Tan Sri Dr Ng Yen Yen as “nightclub mummy” while
cursing an MCA’s leader and his family in Cantonese “ham kah chan”
(death befalling on the whole family).

Small town
Chinese journalists
are prostitutes

Also in 2011, Hew’s racial and gender bias raised consternation among
media practitioners when he labelled small town Chinese journalists as
“prostitutes.”
In 2013, Dr Hew proudly brandished
a photograph of him pointing his
third finger at a BN campaign
billboard.He has been allowed to
get away with his uncouth behaviour
for too long as DAP has never
deemed it fit to discipline or counsel him, but on the contrary, had appointed
him as its 2013 Election Publicity Director.
In view of the current furore, Lim Kit Siang defended him that “screw
Malays” is “not racial (!)” The DAP stalwart looks down on Malaysians by
assuming that we are super naïve and would believe any excuse
coughed by the DAP supremo. Lim Kit Siang’s rebuke of Dr Hew’s
slur is insincere and half-baked to appease quarters offended by
the Dr Hew’s uncouth language yet fearing to lose DAP supporter
who are more used with the fraud Superman’s vulgarity.

Permanent Head Damage
Dr Hew should be banned from spewing hatred and
obscenity or sexist statements and not otherwise.
DAP should sit back and reflect on its performance
at this 2016 Sarawak state polls where it failed to
retain 5 seats captured from BN in 2011. Failure to
agree with PKR on seat allocation is divisive
enough. However, resorting to foul-mouthed stage
performances to entice votes is a complete no-go
with voters shutting the door to the Opposition.
DAP’s (4,628) and PKR’s (889) combined votes of
5,509 still lost out to BN’s 6,466.
For a so-called highly educated person who
supposedly is a PhD holder in History, we would
expect him to demonstrate refinement and certainly
not the PhD moniker of “Permanent Head
Damage.” As Dr Hew has pledged that his “political
speeches in the future will be clean,” MCA
demands that he keeps to his words, although we
can predict that his mouth will continue
with verbal diarrhoea.

